Sense and Sensibility, Mansfield Park (Library of Heart) (Russian
Edition)

Sense and Sensibility
What it is more
important at the choice of the partner in life
feelings or reason? And in the life,
actually, than it is better to be guided?
Sense and Sensibility typical history of the
time. History of mother and three
daughters who suddenly were left without
mans support, and forced to make the way
independently in life in the difficult century
belonging to men.
Mansfield Park
Mansfield Park
the smart country
residence of sir Thomas Bertram. His
family lives in this bastion of the British
aristocracy of the 18th century. And here it
is Fanny Price, the poor relative of
Bertram. Clever and diligent, she is
deprived of maternal heat and care, and is
rather amicable only with the cousin
Edmund. In several years Fanny turns into
the charming girl and has to solve: whether
to choose by her wellbeing or to follow call
of heart
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